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PRELIMINARY CHECKS FORM FOR EACH START ENGINE
D. FUEL
The QT190 is a 4- stroke engine powered only by gasoline. Use only free
petrol supplied by distributors with an octane rating of 98, never use
gasoline with ethanol.

Caution Gasoline is extremely flammable and explosive.

E. START ENGINE
Start the engine (relate to the chassis manufacturer or the gas control) and
after making sure that everything is in order and fully functional.
CHECK:
•correct tightening screws fastening engine
•general tightening of the bolts
•engine oil leveloil level reduction gear transmission (if provided)
•air filter in good conditions
•cable gas path and movement control without tension
•power tubes path
• electric cables path
•operating throttle
•regular operating throttle (paying attention that the guillotine of the
carburetor returns on limit of deceleration)
•proper operation of the pressure valvelet non-return fuel, positioned
along the feed pipe returning in the tank
•voltage transmission belt
•correct fixing of air filter
•visual inspections of leaks of oil or fuel
•view vents carburetor
•check the silent-block of engine anchorage
•check that the start happen easily
•it reaches the minimum operating oil temperatures (at least 60°)
•visual inspection of the rubber fitting of the carburetor to the intake
manifold
•check crankcase breather (there is provided a recovery tank vapors)
there should be no impediments or obstructions along the tubes.

. First cold start:
Avoid starting the engine without propeller ( to avoid having
overspeeding)
Fill in the power supply circuit by acting on the pump
(follow the instructions of the manufacturer of the frame)
During the
start up phases always keep on hand the stopper and keep it ready to
operate for any anomaly.
Power the starter command cold start.
Do an engine stop test, after which restart it without using the starter.
Spin it until it reaches the right temperature by giving it slow trains.
First of any takeoff make sure it reaches the full speed without fault or
hesitation.

F. CARBURETION CONTROL
Ensure that it maintains a minimum of 1900 rpm max.2100 rpm anf if on
board you have control tools of
carburetion make a first
assessment unearthed after having run it a few minutes under load.The
exhaust gas temperature of max.550°, stoichiometric relation equal to
13/14:1.
Alternatively remove the spark plug by unscrewing it with a special key
and check the color of porcelain to be brown in color, otherwise contact
an authorized.
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